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Abstract—The paper studies the concept of integration, the integration of countries, basic characteristics of the integration of countries, the integration indicators of countries. The number of contacts between countries and the number of contacts signed between countries are offered as the indicators to determine the integration degree of countries. An approach to the design of the data warehouse for the decision support system in the field of foreign policy, using OLAP-technology is offered. Designed polycubic OLAP-model in which each cube is based on a separate data mart. Given the differences between the data warehouse and data mart. Shown that, one of the cubes of this model gives full information about the chosen indicators, including their aggregation on various parameters. Method for measuring the degree of integration of the countries, based on the calculation of the weight coefficients is proposed. In this regard, was described the information model of the relevant subsystem by using graph theory. Practical application of this method was shown. Moreover, the used software was shown.

Index Terms—Integration; integration of countries; indicators of the integration degree of countries; decision support system; data warehouse; data marts; OLAP; OLAP-cube.

I. INTRODUCTION

The fundamental principle of the international relations of any country includes its interaction with other states. The spheres and directions of international cooperation are diverse. They include economic, political, legal, social, ideological, diplomatic, military, cultural and other fields.

Integration between countries, which is nowadays observed ubiquitously, has recently become particularly important among the most obvious manifestations of the basic patterns of international relations. The trend of integration is a higher level of interaction between the states, its deepening, and the development of relations.

Integration (from lat. integration – “connection”) – is connectedness of individual differentiated parts and functions of a system or a body forming an organic whole, as well as a process leading to such a state [1]. It is known that the term was first used in the 1930s by the German scientist Carl Schmidt in his “Theory of large Spaces” (“Grossraumtheorie”) [2]. Nowadays, the term has gained a widespread use in various fields, such as biology, physics, chemistry, policy, and information, social, cultural and others.

The article aims at developing a method to measure the integration degree of countries within the framework of the decision support system (DSS) in foreign policy with the use of OLAP-technology.

Studies, which include a review of the relevant literature, as well as an analysis of available software, showed that currently, DSSs are being developed and constantly improved in different areas. For example, various approaches to their creation in medicine, healthcare, education, management, marketing, etc., using Business Intelligence technologies, i.e. OLAP and Data Mining, are considered in [3-5]. In [6] designed the urban earthquake disaster reduction information management system, where applied a variety of information techniques, such as GIS and database, and which assisted the decision-making system effectively for the earthquake emergency work.

It should be noted that Inter-agency automated information retrieval system “Entry, exit, and registration” has established and currently functioning in Azerbaijan. The system aims at improving the efficiency of relevant public authorities in this area, providing information supply, as well as automating the document flow, allowing inspection, querying, analysis, etc. A distinguished feature of our DSS is its multipurposeness. Thanks to its rich DW it can help solving human resources, financial and other issues, as well as integration issues of the country. In the future, the merger
of these systems can be considered for their mutual enrichment.

The paper offers an approach to the design of a data warehouse (DW) for decision support system (DSS) in foreign policy (FP), as well as a method of determining the integration degree of the countries.

Thus, the relevance of the subject of this article is as follows: firstly, the application of the proposed approach to DW design will prepare the ground for qualitatively new information layer; secondly, the method of determination of the integration degree of countries proposed in the paper will provide substantial support to a decision maker in this area.

The following chapter of the article discusses the main characteristics of the integration of the countries, among which the indicators determining the integration degree of the countries are highlighted. The III chapter describes the model of information interaction of DSS in foreign policy, highlights the inclusion of DW and data marts (DM) into the information infrastructure of DSS shows their major differences, and offers a method for determination of the integration degree of countries. The IV chapter considers the practical application of the proposed method with a visual representation as a linear diagram. In the V chapter (conclusion) the benefits of integration are described, and the significance of the indicators of integration degree of the countries in the studies of various aspects of integration is highlighted.

II. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INTEGRATION OF COUNTRIES

Integration of countries is a voluntary and purposeful process of rapprochement, mutual adaptation, and then splice of national political and financial systems of these countries. This process has the potential of regulation and development, and is based on the interests of these countries, which indicates that the integration is a consciously regulated process. The key objective of the integration of the countries is a search for, and extension of forms and methods of cooperation on the basis and as a result of the efficiency of regional and international activity. Integration dramatically increases the capacity of the subjects to solve problems qualitatively, while ensuring internal stability. The more solidary the group of actors involved in the integration process is, the more rational and stronger is their impact on the systems of international relations [7].

It can be noted that nowadays each state seeks to participate in the integration processes. In terms of globalization, an important motivation for this is the fact that the country, which stands aside from the integration process for any reason, will be out of its major development directions [8].

The main characteristics of the integration of countries are as follows [7].

Integration prerequisites:

- high level of socio-economic, legal and political development, affecting the level of maturity of integrating subjects;
- common problems faced by the countries in the area of development and cooperation;
- demonstrational effect, when improvements affecting the social relations occur as a result of the process;
- significant difficulties experienced by the entity, which is not involved in the integration processes. Therefore, some entities without initial interest in this process are later obliged to join it.

Integration objectives:

- taking advantage of macroeconomics;
- creating favorable condition for foreign policy;
- solutions of customs policy;
- promoting economic restructuring;
- supporting new fields of national industry.

Indicators determining the integration degree of states can be classified as follows:

1. Level of legal awareness of citizens: an individual is conscious of himself not just as a citizen of any state, but also as a “citizen” of some international community;
2. Presence of structures with a large number of supranational authorities, in other words, the presence of supranational institutions. One of the main features of a supranationality is that decisions are made by the body, which is not composed of the representatives of the national authorities, and does not follow their instructions, but is guided by its own rules, the political line and moral standards [9]; The more there are such structures, the higher the integration degree is;
3. The number of international agreements concluded between the governments;
4. The number of contacts between government bodies of the countries.

The first and second items in this classification can be classed as qualitative indicators and the third and fourth as quantitative ones. Thus, developing more reliable contacts, ties and relations between countries in the various spheres of activity removing multiple obstacles to their cooperation is necessary for the implementation of the integration process [7].

III. DEFINING THE INTEGRATION DEGREE

One of the most pressing problems today is the need for the improvement of management and decision-making in e-Government, which will increase the efficiency of internal affairs of government bodies (GB), and will raise its quality.

Globalizing world and expansion of international relations have led to the fact that FP has become one of the most important activities of any GB. As in other areas,
making the right management decisions becomes very essential here.

In the normal course of business, responsible officials working in this area have to solve problems associated with the state of the relations with this or that country, with the reliability of long-term or permanent foreign partner, with the choice of foreign company for the acquisition of the necessary equipment, with the participation of a delegation in an international forum, etc. For their solution, it is necessary to analyze the information related to this area available to GB. However, the growing volume, heterogeneity and multidimensionality of the data, which require the development of a clear structure, cause significant problems.

It is offered to establish DSS using OLAP technology (OLAP - online analytical processing) and HD in order to carry out informational and analytical work to support decision-making in FP [10].

The concept of OLAP in its present representation was first described by Codd in 1993 [11]. OLAP is an interactive analytical processing, which unlike the flat relational data model is able to simulate real structures and connections that are essential for analytical systems, based on a multi-dimensional (hypercube) data model. With the help of OLAP technology multi-parameter models are developed with the purpose of more adequate representation of real processes.

DW is one of the main parts of the architecture of DSS. With the advent of ETL (Data Extraction, Transmission, Loading) and OLAP in the early 90s DW began active spread in the commercial sector. Nevertheless, at present, public institutions experience a huge demand for this technology as well [12]. The DW of a system includes both the current data from the OLTP systems (OLTP – On-line Transaction Processing), and historical data, as well as the data from external sources. All these sources are combined by the data integration technology.

As the DSS being developed is a multi-purpose one, the development of its DW is a complex and large-scaled work. Two main points shall be taken into account while designing it. Firstly, all the data that is needed to solve the subtasks covered by the DSS should be included from the beginning. This eliminates the need to add and fill new fields in the future. Secondly, it’s important to take into account that the main function of DW is processing and analysis of the data stored in it. The time of execution of the query procedure or analysis procedure should be minimal to ensure their efficiency. Therefore, it includes not only the raw data from the original sources, but also the generalized information obtained as a result of aggregation. Figure 1 shows the model of information interaction of the system [13].

Proposed model enables tracking of the information communications between the elements of the system and the directions of the main information flows, and ensures integration of DWs of all levels.

The DSS is based on the information about the contacts of GB staff with foreign countries. Internal sources of information for DW of this DSS include the reports about the foreign contacts, which come from the OLTP systems, or stored in paper or electronic form in different parts of the organization. This provides the information about the number of foreign contacts, which is an indicator of the integration degree.

![Diagram of data interaction in FP](image)

It is appropriate and useful to use regulatory and contractual database as an external data source of the DW. This database contains documents such as contracts, agreements, etc., as well as information about these
documents (title, date of signing, expiration date, etc.). These documents can be both bilateral and international, which include these countries. Processing of this data according to some key characteristics gives a new powerful source of information that is essential for decision-making support. Thus, we get another indicator of the integration degree of the states. Note that, the external data is acquired only in those organizations, which specialize in its collection.

Thus, the DW of the DSS being developed for FP includes two important indicators of integration degree of the states: the number of contacts between the government agencies and the number of bilateral treaties, as well as international agreements, which include those countries.

As it is mentioned above, the developed DSS in FP is a multi-purpose in its nature, that is, with its help it is possible to solve management problems in various aspects. For this purpose, DMs are extracted from DW. Thus, the information infrastructure of the system may include not only DW, but also DM (Fig. 2).

DMs are arrays of thematic and narrow-directed information intended for the users of one department of government body. As in the case with DWs, with the help of analytical tools (OLAP in this case), it is possible to analyze this data, identify trends, predict future results. Note that DM is a simple form of DW and is focused on one functional area [14].

DMs are intended for solution of subtasks of the primary task. Thereby, for each subtask in accordance with its requirements its own OLAP cube is built, the measures of which are the data of relevant DM. Thus, several OLAP cubes can be built on the basis of one DW. In the first case, we’ll call the OLAP model hypercubic, and in the second – polycubic [15].

DM is an information infrastructure of a subsystem, which is specialized in a specific task. The scale and complexity of the structure of DMs, which also serve to support decision-making, have no restrictions.

Nevertheless, DMs, as a rule, are smaller and less complex than DWs. Consequently, they are generally easier to develop and maintain. Table 1 summarizes the main differences between DW and DM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>DW</th>
<th>DM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>Separate functional area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data sources</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>Few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale (usually)</td>
<td>from 100 Gb to 1TB and above</td>
<td>&lt;100 Gb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation period</td>
<td>from several months to several years</td>
<td>a few months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The current task is to define the integration degree of countries. The DM of this subtask includes two dimensional cube with the dimensions “Date” and “Country”. Depending on the queries the results may include various cube sections. The aggregate function is COUNT. Its results will be placed in the cells of the cube. They will be either the values of the contacts, or the values of the contracts with foreign countries.

Let’s describe the information model of the subsystem corresponding to the task of determining the integration degree of a country into others, using graph theory [16].

Figure 3 shows a graph \( G = (V, M) \), where \( V \) is a set of vertices \( (n + 1) \), and \( M \) is a set of \( 3n \) edges. Let’s describe the graph more thoroughly.

The graph has a hierarchical structure. This is due to the fact that the vertices of the 1st level (country A) is connected to each of the vertices of the 2nd level (country \( B_k \), \( k = 1, n \)) with 3 edges, i.e. its degree is \( 3n \), and each of the vertices of the 2nd level has degree 3.

The graph is mixed. This is due to the fact that two of
the three edges corresponding to the contacts between the countries are directed (i.e., arches), and the third one corresponding to existing contracts is undirected. Note that, the contacts mean an either entry to the country, or an exit from the country.

The graph is weighted, since each edge has a weight. The weight of directed edges is the number of the contacts between the countries (entries and exits), and of undirected ones is determined by the number of contracts signed with the given country. In the graph, $P'_j$ denotes the number of entries into the given country from the $j$-th country, $P''_j$ denotes the number of exits from the given country into the $j$-th country, $K_j$ denotes the number of signed contracts.

Note that, a feature and advantage of OLAP is an ability to build various pivot tables from the DW. The required data is obtained by software from the pivot tables of OLAP cube, and taken into account in determining the integration of the given country into the $j$-th country. The weighted sum of the values of indicators is found to define the integral indicator of the integration into the $j$-th country:

$$W_j = W^p_j + W^K_j$$

Where $W_j$ is an integral indicator; $W^p_j$ is a weight of the indicator “contacts” (with the $j$-th country), $W^K_j$ is a weight of the indicator “contracts” (signed with the $j$-th country):

$$W^p_j = w^p P_j$$

$$W^K_j = w^K K_j$$

$P_j$ - is a number of contacts with $j$-th country

$$P_j = P'_j + P''_j$$

$K_j$ - is a number of contracts signed with the $j$-th country.

Likewise, the integration degree of the country to another one is defined for each field of activity separately: scientific, educational, economical, political, legal, social, ideological, diplomatic, military, cultural and so on. In this case, the integral indicator $W$ is evaluated separately for each area taking into account the contacts and the contracts in the particular area.

The integration indicator of the given country into the $j$-th country is evaluated each year. The number of the contacts made during the reporting year, and the number of contracts in force during the reporting year is taken into account. This enables to trace the dynamics of the change of the integration of one country into another over the years.

The integration of the country into an international organization, such as the EU (European Union), OPEC (Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries), BSEC (Organization of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation) etc. may also be evaluated. Here we have:
Here $W_i$ denotes the integration of the country into the international organizations, which include, the countries $i$, and $W_{ij}$ denotes the integration of the country into each of the countries $i$, included in this organization.

IV. CASE STUDY

The Institute of Information Technology (IIT) of the Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences (ANAS) has developed a DSS based on data about the official foreign trips of its employees, since January 2003. This information was provided by the Department for External Relations, Human Resources, and Department of Archive of the Institute.

Table 2 shows the distribution of the total number of contacts and the number of contacts, as well as the weight coefficients by years (2003–2014), calculated according to the formulas (5) and (6) for the contacts and the contracts, respectively.

Figure 4 and 5 provide a complete representation of official foreign trips and contracts signed with foreign countries, built in OLAP cube based on the two dimensions “Date” and “Country”. The figures show that detailed information can also be presented quarterly and monthly.

![Fig.4. OLAP cube, developed for representation of contacts based on the two dimensions “Date” and “Country”.](image-url)
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Fig. 5. OLAP cube developed for representation of contracts signed with foreign countries based on the two dimensions “Date” and “Country”.

Three countries are selected to demonstrate the calculation of integration degree of the countries and its dynamics, which the institute cooperates with more closely: Russia, Turkey and Germany.

Figures 6 and 7 provide a representation of slices of OLAP cubes of official foreign trips and contracts signed with these countries on the two dimensions “Date” and “Country”.

Fig. 6. OLAP cube for representation of contracts signed with Russia, Turkey and Germany, based on the two dimensions “Date” and “Country”.

Fig. 7. OLAP cube for representation of official foreign trips to Russia, Turkey and Germany, based on the two dimensions “Date” and “Country”.
Table 3 presents the number of contacts and the number of contracts signed with the selected countries, the weight of these indicators over the years, calculated according to the formulas (2) and (3) for the contacts and contracts, respectively, as well as an integral indicator, calculated by the formula (1). All these calculations are implemented in an interactive mode. This table is constructed by the system automatically.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Turkey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>contacts</td>
<td>contracts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The advantage of this DSS is that it automatically provides visual representation of the integration degree of countries as a linear diagram, through which we can see the latest trends. DSS provides the visualization of the dynamics of change in the integration degree of the countries. Fig. 8 shows the corresponding diagram for Russia, Germany and Turkey in the period from 2003 to 2014 on the basis of this data.

As it is seen from the diagram, the indicators of integration by 2014 (based on the data from IIT of ANAS) of Russia into Azerbaijan decreased, and that of Germany and Turkey increased.

Note that, the developed system uses OLAP-server with 2 Gb RAM and 2.2 GHz in Microsoft Windows 7. Microsoft Analysis Services 2008 is used for OLAP analysis.

![Fig.8. Dynamics of change of integration of Russia, Germany and Turkey into Azerbaijan for the period 2003-2014.](image-url)
V. CONCLUSION

The benefits of integration include its impact on the acceleration of the development of countries, the implementation of major innovative projects, the increase of budget revenues, the development of infrastructure, and so on. In addition, the integration processes between developing countries in terms of globalization is characterized by the factors such as deepening of international division of labor and internationalization of capital, increase of free trade, globalization of technological progress, etc. Integration also promotes creation of associations in various parts of the world, which can then be transformed into economic, political and military alliances that are of global importance. The indicators that define the degree of integration of countries are of great significance for studying these processes, their analysis, forecasting, and identification of further development trends.

The paper presents the method for determination of the integration degree of a country into another. The method can also be applied to define the integration degree in separate fields of activity. In addition, if we apply this method to determine the integration degree of a country into a group of countries belonging to an international organization, the integration degree of the country to this international organization will be obtained. The diagram, which shows the dynamics of change in the integration degree, enables determination of the priority trends in the international integration of a country.
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